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conflict, he did not regard himself as at war with Spain,  Con-
sequently he at once ordered the cessation of hostilities at sea.1
Negotiations for peace consumed the summer of 1 604.  There
were three or four points in dispute.  The English representa-
tives refused to brand the Dutch as rebels and to renounce
intercourse with them, because their trade was so important that
England could not spare it; because they owed her a great debt;
and because if forsaken by her they might seek other protection,
which might be dangerous both to her and to Spain.  On the
other hand Cecil's demand for full liberty of trade to English-
men in all the dominions of the king of Spain and the archdukes,
and freedom from molestation by the Inquisition, was granted
only so far as Spanish possessions in Europe were concerned*
In vain Cecil urged the extension of this liberty to the Indies,
Commerce, he argued, was of great concern to Englishmen, who
could not suffer *those wooden walls . . . which are the ramparts
of Brittany to rot for want of use.'   If not engaged in lawful
commerce, they would perforce be driven to acts of hostility*
Moreover, by the law of nature and of nations, the sea ought
to be common to all men.  To such argument the inexorable
reply always was that the king of Spain could not grant to
foreigners the liberty he had prohibited to even his own sub-
jects. When in their turn the Spaniards demanded that James
should recall English troops in Dutch service, the only conces-
sion they received was permission to make levies in England on
their own account.2
There can be little doubt that the peace was the best that could
be made. Nevertheless it was, and remained, unpopular in
the country and was often denounced from pulpits,3 There was
a feeling that the kingdom flourished in time of war, whereas in
reality, although a number of individuals had profited by the
war against Spain in the late reign, the Crown had been severely
impoverished. Moreover resumption of trade rather embittered
than modified the national animosity towards Spain* English
vessels were frequently seized on the suspicion that they were
carrying Dutch goods, or were pirates, or wore trading with Jews
or Turks, the enemies of the Christian religion. According to
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